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The isolation monitor series, are designed to
permanently monitor the isolation to earth, in single and
three phase networks with isolated neutral or without
neutral (IT systems ) up to 500Vac and dc networks up to
230 Vdc.
In the isolated neutral systems, in case of first leakage to
earth, the tripping of the protection is not required, but
according with the CEI 64.8 Standard, the leakage should
be signalled by optical and acustic means.
The device generates internally a measure signal, which
is applied between the controlled circuit and earth.
When the isolation comes below the set value, the circuit
recloses and the relay trips and the red LED glows.
The RI relays are manufactured in modular enclosures,
with three and six modules (module base DIN 17.50 mm),
adapted to snap on DIN rail.
There are various versions in this family of relays,
differenced by the various isolation thresholds (K ) and
by the various voltages of the controlled circuits.

- ,three modules, has a fixed isolation threshold of
100 k

110 Vac or 230 Vac (to
specify )

- , three modules, has a selectable threshold of
25÷100k with Test and Reset push buttons, either in the
front plate or remote, with the possibility of automatic
reset.
Used for alternative current networks 110 Vac or 230 Vac
(to be specified).

- ,three modules, with afixed threshold of 10k and
one Test button only at the front plate.

24-48 Vac/dc.

- , same body as the previous one, but with an

adjustable isolation threshold of 10 ÷ 50k , with Test and
Reset push buttons, either in the front plate or remote, with
the possibility of automatic reset. Used for direct and
alternative current networks 24-48Vac/dc.

- six module its difference with the two previous

ones is the adjustable isolation thershold of 10 ÷ 100k
and its use in direct and alternative current networks 12 -
24 - 48 - 110 - 220 V (to be specified). Optionally, they can
be supplied with adjustable pre-alarm thershold (only for
110-220V versions).

-2S = adjustable pre-alarm threshold (only for RI-R11)
- T = tropicalisation

ARI-R22 = external adapter for networks up to 500 Vac
(Can be coupled to the RI-R22 )

RI

RI-F22

RI-R22

RI-F48

RI-R48

R1-R11,

,

OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES
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and one Test push button only. The reset is
automatic when the leakage disappears. Used for
alternative current networks

The reset is
automatic when the leakage disappears. Used for direct
current and alternative current networks

GENERAL

DESCRIPTION

Insulation Monitoring
RIRI

1) Potentiometer for isolation resistance setting
(Only for models RI-R22/RI-R48)

2) Manual Reset push button (only for models RI-
R22IR1-R48)

3) Test push button
4) Signalling lamp of Aux. Supply presence (green

LED)
5) Signalling lamp for relay tripped (red LED).
6) Aux. Supply terminals
7) Terminal for injecting the signal in the network
8) Terminal to connect the external push button
9) Output terminal for the end relay
10) Terminal for esrthing
11) Terminal for connecting the external reset
push button (in case of willing to memorize the
leakage, it is required to connect them between
themselves, either with a push button or with a
bridge in terminals

9-10.

with Test and Reset push
buttons, either in the front plate or remote, with the
possibility of automatic reset.

For isolated neutral networks (IT)
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RI-F22
RI-R22
RI-F48
RI-R48 105 mm

DIMENSIONS

ELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS

Circuit Voltage under control (Un)

Auxiliary Voltage supply (Uaux)

Frequency

Maximum self-consumption

Variation range of Auxiliary Supply

Measuring Voltage in d.c.

Maximum measuringcurrent

Internal resistance in d.c.

Tripping threshold

Insulation Test

Pre-alarm threshold

Output: 1 chage-over contact

Working Temperature

Insulation MonitoringRIRI

Storing Temperature

Relative humidity

Mounting according with DIN 50022

Dimensions

To state when ordering Only for 110 - 230 V versions

24÷220V ac 24÷220V ac 24-48V ac/dc 24-48V ac/dc
12-24 -48-110

230 Vac/dc

12-24 -48-110
230 Vac/dc

110-220V ac 110-220V ac 24-48V ac/dc 24-48V ac/dc

50-60Hz 50-60Hz 50-60Hz/d.c.50-60Hz/d.c. 50-60Hz/d.c.

RI-F22 RI-R22 RI-F48 RI-R48 RI-R11

1,5VA

0,8÷11 0,8÷11 0,8÷11 0,8÷11 0,8÷11

1,5VA 3VA3W 3W

12V12V

0,1mA 0,1mA 0,5mA 0,5mA 0,5mA

250k�

100k� 25÷100k� 10 k� 10 ÷ 50 k� 10 ÷ 100 k�

250k�
10÷50 k x lines 12-24-48

x lines110-230V
�

50k� 50k�

2,5kV 60 sec. 2,5kV 60 sec. 2,5kV 60 sec. 2,5kV 60 sec. 2,5kV 60 sec.

5A 250V 5A 250V 5A 250V 5A 250V 5A 250V

-10°C ÷ +60°C -10°C ÷ +60°C -10°C ÷ +60°C -10°C ÷ +60°C

30÷70%tripping threshold and
change-over contact 5A/250V

-10°C ÷ +60°C

-20°C ÷ +80°C -20°C ÷ +80°C -20°C ÷ +80°C -20°C ÷ +80°C -20°C ÷ +80°C

<90%<90%<90%<90%<90%

3 modules DIN 17,5 6 modules DIN17,5

Snap on DIN rail 35mm

*

**

*

** *

RI - R1152,5 mm

3 modules DIN 17,5
3 modules
DIN 17,5

3 modules
DIN 17,5
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WIRING DIAGRAMS

Insulation Monitoring RIRI

Wiring diagram for network up to220Vac

R

S

T

N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PE

RI-R22
RI-R11 110 - 230Vac ON

U aux. 110V/220 Vac

TRIP

TEST

The auxiliary supply may be made from the same ciurcuit under control

RESET

Eventual
remote
Reset

Eventual

Remote

Test

R

S

T

N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PE

RI-F22
ON

U aux. 110V/220 Vac

TRIP

TEST

The auxiliary supply may be made from the same ciurcuit under control.
If neutral is not available use one of the phases

Eventual
Remote

Test

Wiring diagram for network 24-48 Vac/dc

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PE

RI-F48

ON

24 - 48V c.c./ C.a.

TRIP

TEST

Wiring diagram for network at 12-24-48-110-230 Vac/dc

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PE

RI-R11
12-24-48-110Vac/dc

RI-R48
24-48Vac/dc

ON

24 - 48V d.c./a ca.

TRIP

TEST

RESETTEST

RESET

R

S

T

N

11 33 44 5 66 7 8 99 10

PE

ARI-R22RI-R22

U aux. 110V/220 V

V aux taken from the same
circuit under controll

V aux taken from the same
circuit under controll

Wiring diagram for network up to220Vac

Wiring diagram for network up to 500Vac
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Insulation Monitoring
for Hospital use

HRI-R22HRI-R22

GENERAL

This signal is most important, because none monitor can
perform its control feature, if any of those connections is
interrupted.
In the classic solutions, this anomaly can’t be detected but
in the periodical controls with the Test button.
During the time, elapsed between two successive controls,
the operating theatre is out of control therefore,and the first
earth leakage can’t be detected.
The HRI-R22 gives instantaneously the installation level of
isolation by means of 7 LED.

50 K will glow during test.
In case of the network control at 24 Vdc (scialytic lamps) it
is used the HRI-R24 monitor:

There are some microswitches at the front, to select the
expected isolation level. Should the microswitch be
wrongly selected, it prevails always the highest isolation
level, in order to achieve that the relay might choose the
most severe control condition, even in case of an error.
Another partcicular feature of this device is the checking of
the isolation level set, whilst pressing the the Test button .

For example, with a setting of 50 K as the isolation level,

all LED’s below

�

�

Both monitors may be coupled with their corresponding
repeater boards PRI2, to be fitted in the 503 enclosures of
three positions, with Test and Silence push buttons,
Voltage presence LED, Alarm LED and internal buzzer
available.
It could also be supplied, under request, single phase
isolation transformers for Hospital use 230V/230V with
power up to 7,5 KVA, so as Power Supply Boards for
Medical Practice Places.
The maximum number of repeater boards to be coupled
per monitor is 4.

HRI-R22 230Vac HRI-R24 24 Vdc

- Tropicalisation

- PR2 = remote repeating board
- HT = single phase isolation transformer
230/230 V 220V/24V
- QI = Power Supply Boards.

OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

MODELS

On top of the previously mentioned monitors, Contrel
introduces also a monitor range of HRI serie, to be used at
medical practice places, either in 230 Vac lines (HRI-R22) or
in 24 Vac/dc lines (HRI-R24).

The ALARM LED, at the front, is switched on automatically,
whenever it happens to have an interruption on the above
mentioned connections.

The working principle of the above mentioned monitors is
based in the application of dc between the secundary of the
isolation transformer and the equipotential node of the
installatio. In case of an earth leakage, it will show the current
flowing in the relay and the corresponding isolation
resistance of the circuit.
The HRI-R22 relay is indeed the most complete device for
controlling the isolation of the IT isntallations in medical
practice places.

In fact, on top of the compliance with all directives, as per
CEI 64-4 part 1438 regarding to the isolation resistance
control at medical practice places,it makes it possible (by
selection) its impedance control.
It is the first in Market showing exactly the connection of the
relay to the installation.
As far as the latter is concerned, the HRI-R22 controls
automatically the existance of the relay’s reference
connections to the secundary of the transformer and the
Equipotential Node (PE).
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TIPO

1) Test push button
2) Micro switch for the setting selection

- By placing the micro to the right side is the setting ofthe
isolation resistance value, it always prevails the highest value.

- With all micro switches to the left, it always remain a fixed
value of 50 Kohm as preset.

3) Signalling LED for Aux. Supply presence.
4)
5)
6) isolation value of the
installation, identified by the lower value among the glowing
LED’s

Signalling LED for prefixed measuring threshold
Signalling LED for relay correctly connected
Signalling LED of instantaneous

Insulation Monitoring
for Hospital use

HRI-R22HRI-R22

Total measuring voltagel

Total measuring current

Measuring current of resistive dispersion

Measuring currentof capacitive dispersion

Inernal impedance for resistive measure

Iinternal impedance for resistive and capacitive measure

Tripping threshold selectable by micro switches

Reading threshold by LED

Output for repeater panel

Signalling circuit voltage

Mounting as per DIN 50022

Dimensions 6 modules DIN 17,5 mm 3 modules DIN 17,5 mm

HRI-R22 HRI-R24

220Vac ± 20% 24 Vd.c./a.c. -20% +10%

50 ÷ 60Hz 50 ÷ 60Hz/d.c.

3W3VA

< 15 V

< 0,6 mA < 0,5mA

0,012 mA

0,3 mA

1 Mohm 50Kohm

< 600 Kohm

10÷50Kohm by potentiometer250-100-50 Kohm

5000-1000-500-250-50-25 Kohm

5A 250V

Model Pr2 MAX 4

< 24Vc.c.

2,5 KV 60 sec.

-10°C ÷ +60°C

-20°C ÷ +80°C

CEI 64-4-1438 / 64-8-1000

90%

Snap on DIN rail 35mm.

DIMENSIONS WIRING DIAGRAM

DESCRIPTION

NETWORK 230V 50-60Hz ISOLATED NETWORK 230V 50-60HzPC

SS

CONTACT TO RELAY’
AVAILABLE

EQUIPOTENTIAL
NODE

REMOTE SIGNALLING
PANEL PR2

230 V DEVICE
HRI-R22

1 35

718 1617 9 10 1112 13 141 2 3 C1 C2 C3 X Y Z

TO OTHER
REMOTE
RETEATING
PANELS
Pr2

In case that the central connection at the secundary
of the isolation transformer is not available (PC) connect
the terminal 9 of the device HRI-R22 to one of the
secundary’s phases to connect the capacitive component
control of the isolation impedance to earth
bridge terminals 11 and 10of the device HRI-R22.

C4

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Auxiliary Voltage supply

Frequency

Maximum consumption

Output: 1 changeover contact

Isolation Test

Working Temperature

Storing Temperature

Relative Humidity

Standards
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Repeater BoardPR2PR2

HRI-R24HRI-R24

PR2

The maximum number of repeater boards for each monitor
HRI-R22 and
There are available special boards , devoted to the medical
use, with following powers: 3-4-5-7KVA

HRI-R24 is 4.

GENERAL

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONSWIRING DIAGRAM

DESCRIPTION

1) Potentiometer for isolation resistance setting
2) Manual rest push button
3) Test push button
4) Signalling lamp for Aux. Supply presence (green LED)
5) Signalling lamp for relay tripped (red LED)

Isolation Monitor

78

60

72

123

105

Remote signal panel insulation check

Pannello di segnalazione remoto controllo isolamento

64.4

C E

I

ON

RETE

SILENCE

TACITAZIONE

FAULT

GUASTO

TEST PERIODICALLY

TEST PERIODICO

TEST

PROVA

Check network / Controllo rete

230 V ~ 24 V ~_

PR2 contrel

3

4 1

2
5

Frequenza DESCRIPTION

1) GREEN LED
2) YELLOW
3) SILENCE PUSH BUTTON

4) TEST PUSH BUTTON

5) INTERNAL BUZZER

: Normal working conditions signal
LED: alarms signalling

(SILENCE): To stop
the acustic alarms in the remote signalling boards
PR2 230/24V which have been activated due to
tripping threshold superation.

(TEST): To verify the
normal working condition of the device periodically,
as prescribed by the CEI Standards

for acustic signalling

NETWORK 230V 50-60Hz ISOLATED NETWORK 24V 50-60Hz

SS

REMOTE SIGNALLING
BOARD PR2

24 V

HRI-R24

DEVICE

1 3

978 61 2 3 C1 C2 C3 X Y Z

TO OTHER EVENTUAL
REMOTE SIGNALLING
BOARDS Pr2

C4

L(+)

N(-)

EQUIPOTENTIAL
NODE


